Terms And Conditions
Booking changes
1.1 If the client wishes to change their holiday details after arrival (for example, by adding extra
activities or changing accommodation), the on-site staff will do their utmost to assist, subject to
availability and payment of the appropriate additional costs. For cancellation of activities booked
prior to arrival no refunds will be given, whether the cancellation is due to illness, injury or for any
other reason. Clients may be able to claim loss of participation in activities from their holiday
insurance. Change of accommodation may incur both additional charges for the new accommodation
as well as cancellation charges against the original accommodation.
1.2 Any cancellation of a confirmed booking, either in part or full, must be notified in writing by the
client; an email notification is acceptable. The client may be able to recover these costs, or part
thereof, with their travel insurance.
1.3 The cancellation of one or more persons from a booking, but not the total party, is treated as a
part cancellation and cancellation charges will apply porportionally to the persons being removed
from the booking. Any increase in the price per person for the remaining persons in the booking
payable as a result of the part cancellation is not a cancellation charge and not generally covered by
holiday insurance, whether or not the reason for the persons who cancelled from the original
booking is covered under the terms of insurance.
1.4 Should the client request to amend the booking to a later departure date and notice is given 9
weeks or less before the original departure date, this will be treated as a cancellation subject to
cancellation charges as outlined in these Terms of Service.
1.5 The amount of the cancellation fee is depended on the moment when the written cancellation is
received by Wildwind. The fee is calculated as a percentage of the total holiday cost according the
following table: More than 63 days - Deposit
57-63 days - 25%
43-56 days - 50%
29-42 days - 60%
15-28 days - 75%
0-14 days - 100%
Departure date or after - 100%
1.6 Substitution of persons in a booking is normally accepted and the applicability of an amendment
fee depends on the circumstances. Note that insurance cover is not transferable and the substitute
persons must take insurance cover for themselves.

Conditions of Booking
2.1 Any contract is made on these terms and conditions and subject to English Law and exclusive
jurisdiction.

2.2 Healthy Options is a trading name of Wildbuoys, a company registered in the United Kingdom
at Companies House under number 04220540. All bookings are accepted by Stephania
Papadamianou in the United Kingdom (hereinafter called ‘Healthy Options Europe’) from the
person making the booking on behalf of all persons named in the party (hereinafter called ‘client’).
All bookings are subject to these terms and conditions.

Health
3.1 People with health problems who feel that their condition may be aggravated as a result of
travelling, should consult their doctor first and if necessary obtain a medical certificate to confirm
they are fit to travel, in order to satisfy airlines or insurance compies. Pregnant women especially
should seek the advice of their doctor.
3.2 In order to assist us in assessing the fitness of our clients to participate in the activities we offer,
it is a condition of booking that clients advise us of any pre-existing medical or other condition, or
other circumstances (such as taking medication) that may affect our decision to accept the booking
on grounds of safety. We ask all clients to advise us of such factors at the time of booking and on
arrival overseas (in case of subsequent events after booking). The existence of such conditions does
not mean we will not accept a booking (although we reserve the right to our absolute discretion to
refuse a booking where we consider the safety of the client would be jeapordised), but it gives us the
opportunity to consider additional safety precautions. Failure to advise us may result in our refusal to
allow participation and under such circumstances no refund will be applicable. All clients are
responsible for their own health requirements.
3.3 At the time of publication no compulsory vaccinations are required to visit Lefkas. Clients
should always check with their doctor as to which inoculations are advisable or necessary before
travel.

Insurance
4.1 As a condition of booking, all persons named on the invoice, including those substituted or
added by agreed amendment of the booking, are required to take out a suitable holiday insurance –
in particular providing cover for injury to themselves and third party liability in respect of injury to
others, whilst participating in the various sports and activities on offer. It is recommended to take out
holiday insurance at the time of booking to provide cancellation cover.

Legal entities
5.1 Healthy Options is a trading name of Wildbuoys Ltd., United Kingdom.
5.2 Wildwind & Healthy Options Holidays are trading names of Windy & Healthy Holidays
Limited, Company Registration number HE 366968 with VAT no CY10366968I, a Cyprus based
Tour Operator with agencies throughout Europe. Direct bookings can be made through contact with
Stephania Papadamianou, stephania@healthy-options-holidays.com or call +30 6978777014.

Modifications

6.1 Major changes are changes involving a change of resort area, holiday duration or offering
substitute accommodation of lower standard.
6.2 As arrangements for holidays are made by us many months in advance of the relevant holiday
season, some changes may be necessary and we reserve the right to make these at any time. Most
changes are minor in nature. Where significant we will advise our customers of changes before they
book or after booking, provided that Healthy Options has itself received reasonable notification of
the changes.
6.3 In the unlikely event that Healthy Options is unable to provide the accommodation as booked,
we reserve the right to substitute it with alternative accommodation of a similar or higher standard.
Where accommodation is not officially classified, similar standard accommodation will be deemed
to be that which is the same price as the substituted accommodation, provided it is in the same resort
and has the same facilities.

Prices and payment
7.1 The balance shown on the invoice must be paid in full not later than 9 weeks before the date of
departure. If the booking is made 9 weeks or less before the departure date, the full amount is due
immediately.

Responsible behaviour
8.1 Clients wishing to participate in watersports and other non-class activities are advised that we
reserve the right in our absolute discretion to refuse any client’s request to participate based on their
judgement of safety of the client, of others and of our equipment. Each member of a client’s party
choosing to participate in activities accepts responsibility for any injuries suffered, unless these arise
from our proven negligence.
8.2 It is a condition of booking that all clients wishing to participate in watersports can swim at least
50 metres clothed.
8.3 Any damages to the accommodation caused by negligence of members of the clients party (or
their guests), as well as any stay beyond the stated time or by additional persons whose permission
has not been granted by Healthy Options, will be charged to the client, in resort, by the
representative or agent of Healthy Options. Failure to pay any such charges may result in legal
action against the client.

Travel documents
9.1 If anyone in your party is not a citizen of the EU/EEA or Switzerland, a valid passport is
typically required for entry into Greece and visa requirements may be in place. In such a case, please
familiarize yourself with the regulations of entry into Greece that pertain to your situation before
making a booking; the Greek embassy or consulate in the country of the non EU/EEA/Swiss citizen
in your party should be able to provide assistence. It is solely the clients' responsability to obtain the
required documents and any visas that may be required for any non-EU, EEA or Swiss citizens in
your party.

9.2 When travelling to Greece, citizens of any EU/EEA country and Switzerland merely have to
demonstrate their nationality. Typically, this can be done using a passport or European identity card,
either valid or expired.
9.3 When travelling to Greece, citizens of EU or any other EU/EEA country merely have to
demonstrate their nationality. Typically, this can be done using a passport or European identity card,
either valid or expired.
9.4 Should you wish to hire a car in Lefkas, a full and valid driving licence from any EU/EEA
country or Switzerland is normally adequate.

Healthy Options’s liability
10.1 When you travel with a land, air or sea carrier, their Conditions of Carriage and Conditions of
Contract apply, some of which limit or exclude liability. These conditions are often the subject of
international agreements between countries, including a treaty known as the Warsaw Convention in
respect of airline flights. A copy of the Conditions applicable to a particular holiday journey may be
made available for inspection at the office of the carrier.
10.2 Our terms and Conditions conform to the EEC Regulations governing package holidays.

